
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA : CRIMINAL NO.:
:
: UNDER SEAL
:

v. :   VIOLATIONS:
: 18 U.S.C. § 371 (Count 1) 

STEWART D. NOZETTE, :   Conspiracy to Defraud the United States;

:
Defendant. : 26 U.S.C. § 7201 (Count 2)

____________________________________: Tax Evasion

INFORMATION

The United States Attorney charges:  

INTRODUCTION

1. From March 1, 1990 through the present, defendant STEWART D. NOZETTE

(“NOZETTE”) was the co-owner, president, treasurer and director of the Alliance for Competitive

Technology (“ACT”).  ACT was incorporated on March 1, 1990 in the State of California and

organized as a not-for-profit corporation under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of

1986.  According to information submitted by ACT to the Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) to

obtain its non-profit status, ACT was created to serve the national and public interest by conducting

scientific research and educational activities aimed at expanding the utilization of National and

Government Laboratory resources.  

2. Co-Conspirator 1 (“CC-1”) was the other co-owner of ACT, and served as a vice

president, secretary and board member of ACT.  From at least January 2000 through the present,

ACT maintained an office within the primary residence shared by NOZETTE and CC-1 in Chevy

Chase, Maryland.
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3. The Intergovernmental Personnel Act (“IPA”), as authorized by Title 5, United States

Code, Sections 3371-3375, allows Federal agencies to acquire skilled personnel on a temporary

basis.  The goal of the IPA is to facilitate the movement of skilled employees through temporary

assignments for short periods of time (up to two years) to promote cooperation between the Federal

government and a non-Federal entity, such as state and local governments, institutions of higher

education, Indian tribal governments and other eligible organizations (hereinafter referred to as “IPA

Participants”).  IPA Participants include corporations that have received an IRS letter of nonprofit

status whose organizational activities relate to the public management concerns of governments or

universities.  Cost-sharing arrangements for IPA assignments are negotiated between the the Federal

agencies and the IPA Participants.  Costs may include basic pay, supplemental pay, fringe benefits,

and travel and relocation expenses.  Reimbursement by the Federal agencies is limited to costs

actually incurred by the IPA Participants. 

4. During the period from on or about January 13, 2000 through on or about February

28, 2006, ACT was an IPA Participant with three Federal agencies:  the Naval Research Laboratory

(“NRL”), the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (“DARPA”), and the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration (“NASA”).  As an IPA Participant, ACT made and submitted

claims to NRL, DARPA and NASA for costs incurred by ACT on salary and fringe benefits for two

ACT employees covered under the IPA Agreements.  The two employees were NOZETTE and

another individual referred to herein as “M.A.”  

5. The claims made and presented by ACT to the Federal agencies overstated the amount

that ACT had incurred in costs for fringe benefits on NOZETTE and overstated the amount that ACT

had incurred in costs for salary and fringe benefits on M.A.  During its time as an IPA Participant,
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ACT knowingly made and presented false claims to NRL, DARPA and NASA under the IPA

agreements for M.A. and NOZETTE, paid out a certain amount in salary to M.A. and a certain

amount in salary and fringe benefits to NOZETTE, and diverted the overstated amount totaling

approximately $265,205.57 to pay for personal expenses of NOZETTE and CC-1.

A. The IPA Agreement with NRL Covering NOZETTE.

6. On December 27, 1999, ACT entered into an IPA agreement with NRL (IPA No.

N00173-00-IPA-0001) (hereinafter referred to as the “NOZETTE/NRL IPA agreement”).  CC-1, in

her capacity as a Director of ACT, signed the agreement on behalf of ACT.  ACT’s participating

employee covered by the agreement was NOZETTE.  NOZETTE executed the agreement as the

participating employee on December 28, 1999.  The period of performance for the agreement was

from January 13, 2000 through January 12, 2002.

7. During that period, pursuant to the agreement, NRL agreed to reimburse ACT for the

cost of NOZETTE’s salary, which started at $95,100.00, and certain fringe benefits.  The agreement

specified that NRL would reimburse ACT for the following costs to be incurred by ACT on

NOZETTE:  (a) ACT’s share of NOZETTE’s Social Security and Medicare taxes (6.65%); (b) health

insurance, disability insurance, life insurance and paid leave (19.74%); and (c) a retirement plan

(9%).  Among other things, ACT agreed to (a) continue NOZETTE’s participation in all leave,

pension and medical programs, and (b) continue to provide routine payroll deduction services for

taxes, medical and other recognized services.

8. Through the IPA agreement, in response to twenty-five invoices made and presented

to NRL by ACT, NRL paid ACT approximately $263,308.93 to reimburse ACT for the costs
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purportedly incurred by ACT to pay NOZETTE’s salary of $194,479.56 and fringe benefit expenses

of $68,829.37. 

B. The IPA Agreement with NRL Covering M.A.

9. On November 9, 2001, ACT entered into an IPA agreement with NRL (IPA No.

N00173-02-IPA-0001) (hereinafter referred to as the “M.A./NRL IPA agreement”).  CC-1, in her

capacity as a Director of ACT, signed the agreement on behalf of ACT.  ACT’s participating

employee in the agreement was M.A.  The period of performance for the agreement was from

December 5, 2001 through December 4, 2003.

10. Prior to entering into the agreement with NRL, NOZETTE wrote a letter to M.A.

dated August 1, 2001.  In the letter, NOZETTE, acting in his capacity as the president of ACT, stated

that M.A. would receive a “monthly salary” of $7875.00, which was subject to a 4.5% cost of living

increase effective October 1, 2001, “plus a retirement stipend of $708.75 for a total of $8,583.75.”

NOZETTE also stated that “ACT will provide no other additional pension benefits, or any insurance

coverage.”

11. Although NOZETTE had stated in the letter that M.A. would receive a salary and a

retirement stipend only, and specifically would not receive any fringe benefits, ACT falsely

represented to NRL in the M.A./NRL IPA agreement that ACT had been paying M.A., and would

continue to pay M.A., for health insurance, disability insurance, life insurance and leave.  As a result,

unbeknownst to M.A., the IPA agreement provided ACT with reimbursement for costs purportedly

incurred by ACT for M.A.’s health, disability, life insurance and leave as part of the total fringe

benefits breakdown.  Those fringe benefits equaled 19.74% of M.A.’s salary.  
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12. Through the IPA agreement, in response to thirteen invoices made and presented to

NRL by ACT, NRL paid ACT approximately $157,336.61 to reimburse ACT for the costs

purportedly incurred by ACT to pay M.A.’s salary and fringe benefit expenses.  The total was

comprised of the following expenses purportedly incurred by ACT on M.A.’s behalf: (i) salary

($104,676.00); (ii) FICA ($6971.82); (iii) fringe benefits ($36,252.28); and (iv) retirement

($9436.51). 

C. The IPA Agreement with DARPA Covering NOZETTE.

13. On March 1, 2002, ACT entered into an IPA agreement with DARPA (IPA No.

WHS-02-IPA-0001) (hereinafter referred to as the “NOZETTE/DAPRA IPA agreement”).  CC-1,

in her capacity as a Director of ACT, signed the IPA agreement.  ACT’s participating employee

covered by the agreement was NOZETTE.  NOZETTE executed the agreement as the participating

employee on February 28, 2002.  The period of performance for the agreement was from March 18,

2002 through March 17, 2004.

14. During that period, pursuant to the agreement, DARPA agreed to “reimburse [ACT]

for [NOZETTE’s] salary and for the ACT share of employee benefits equivalent to 40% of base

salary.”  NOZETTE’s starting salary under the agreement was $129,775.  Among other things, ACT

agreed to “continue to pay [NOZETTE’s] salary and benefits” and to “withhold employee

contributions for benefits and taxes.”  The IPA agreement identified the following “employee

benefits that will be retained” by NOZETTE:  “Health and Life insurance, social security, retirement

and paid leave.”  

15. Through the IPA agreement, in response to twenty-five invoices made and presented

to DARPA by ACT, DARPA paid ACT approximately $379,208.89 to reimburse ACT for the costs
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purportedly incurred by ACT to pay NOZETTE’s salary of $270,863.55 and fringe benefits expenses

of $108,345.34.  

D. The IPA Agreement with NASA Covering NOZETTE.

16. On February 18, 2004, ACT entered into an IPA agreement with NASA (IPA No.

NNH04IA07P) (hereinafter referred to as the “NOZETTE/NASA IPA agreement”).  CC-1, in her

capacity as a Director of ACT, signed the IPA agreement on behalf of ACT.  ACT’s participating

employee covered by the agreement was NOZETTE.  NOZETTE executed the agreement as the

participating employee on January 21, 2004.  The period of performance for the agreement was from

March 1, 2004 through February 28, 2006. 

17. During the period of performance, NASA agreed to “reimburse ACT for

[NOZETTE’s] salary, moving expenses and for ACT’s share of employee benefits equivalent to

approximately 40% of base salary.”  NOZETTE’s base salary under the agreement started at

$141,718, with a 4.5% salary increase on October 1  of each year.  The IPA agreement stated thatst

“[a]ll benefits for which [NOZETTE] is eligible as an employee of ACT will be retained during the

period of the assignment.”  Among other things, ACT represented to NASA that ACT would

continue to pay NOZETTE’s salary, continue NOZETTE’s “participation in all pension and medical

programs,” and “continue to provide routine payroll deductions for taxes, medical and other

recognized services.”  An attachment to the IPA agreement provided the following “Fringe Benefits

Breakout” that would comprise ACT’s share of NOZETTE’s fringe benefits equivalent to 40% of

his base salary: (a) employer contribution to FICA (6.2%); (b) employer contribution to Medicare

(1.45%); (c) employer contribution to to FUTA/MDTA (1.091%), (d) liability insurance (1.595%);
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(e) disability insurance (2.5%); (f) life insurance (3.35%); (g) health insurance (3.06%); (h) employer

contribution to retirement (11%); and (i) annual leave/sick leave (9.75%).  

18. While employed under the agreement, NOZETTE regularly worked out of an office

at NASA Headquarters, 300 E Street, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20546.  ACT presented the invoices

for NOZETTE’s services under the NOZETTE/NASA IPA agreement to NASA’s Goddard

Spaceflight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.  NASA’s Goddard Spaceflight Center transmitted ACT’s

invoices to NASA’s Headquarters in Washington, D.C. for approval of payment in full. 

19. Through the IPA agreement, in response to twenty-four invoices made and presented

to NASA by ACT, NASA paid ACT approximately $413,345.12 to reimburse ACT for the costs

purportedly incurred by ACT to pay NOZETTE’s salary of $295,246.48 and fringe benefits expenses

of $118,098.64.

COUNT ONE 
(Conspiracy to Defraud the United States)

20. Paragraphs 1 through 19 of this Information are realleged and incorporated herein by

reference as if set out in full.

21. From in or about January 2000 through in or about February 2006, in the District of

Columbia and elsewhere, NOZETTE and CC-1 did unlawfully and knowingly agree, combine and

conspire together and with each other to defraud the United States and agencies thereof and to

commit offenses against them, to wit:

a. to defraud NRL, DARPA and NASA, agencies of the United States, by
making and presenting claims upon them knowing such claims to be false,
fictitious and fraudulent, in violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section
371; and
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b. to make and present to NRL, DARPA and NASA, agencies of the United
States, claims upon them knowing such claims to be false, fictitious and
fraudulent, in violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 287.

A GOAL OF THE CONSPIRACY

22. A goal of the conspiracy was for NOZETTE and CC-1 to unlawfully enrich

themselves by submitting false and fraudulent information under IPA agreements through ACT to

NRL, DARPA and NASA. 

THE MANNER AND MEANS OF THE CONSPIRACY

23. To achieve the goal of the conspiracy, NOZETTE and CC-1 used the following

manners and means, among others:

a. NOZETTE and CC-1 used ACT to enter into IPA agreements with NRL,

DARPA and NASA.

b. ACT falsely represented to NRL, DARPA and NASA as part of the

NOZETTE/NRL, NOZETTE/DARPA and NOZETTE/NASA IPA agreements that ACT had

incurred and would continue to incur certain fringe benefits costs for NOZETTE.

c. ACT falsely represented to NRL as part of the M.A./NRL IPA agreement that

ACT had incurred and would continue to incur certain salary and fringe benefits costs for M.A.

d. At NOZETTE’s direction, ACT knowingly made and presented to NRL

invoices that falsely claimed that ACT had incurred certain fringe benefits costs and salary for M.A.

under the M.A./NRL IPA agreement;

e. At NOZETTE’s direction, ACT knowingly made and presented to NRL,

DARPA and NASA invoices that falsely claimed that ACT had incurred certain fringe benefits costs
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for NOZETTE under the NOZETTE/NRL, NOZETTE/DARPA and NOZETTE/NASA IPA

agreements.

f. NOZETTE and CC-1 received the proceeds from the claims paid by NRL,

DAPRA and NASA under the IPA agreements, paid out a certain amount in salary to M.A. and a

certain amount in salary and fringe benefits to NOZETTE, and diverted the overstated amount to pay

personal expenses.

OVERT ACTS IN FURTHERANCE OF THE CONSPIRACY

24. Within the District of Columbia and elsewhere, in furtherance of the above-described

conspiracy, and in order to carry out the goal thereof, NOZETTE and CC-1 committed the following

overt acts, among others:

a. During the time period covered by the NOZETTE/NRL IPA agreement, ACT

did not incur expenses related to NOZETTE for Social Security and Medicare taxes, disability

insurance, paid leave or a retirement plan; nor did ACT incur expenses related to NOZETTE’s health

insurance or life insurance benefits amounting to 19.74% of NOZETTE’s salary. 

b. At NOZETTE’s direction, ACT knowingly made and presented to NRL

twenty-five false claims totaling approximately $32,279.44 under the NOZETTE/NRL IPA

agreement claiming reimbursement for certain fringe benefits expenses that ACT had not actually

incurred on NOZETTE’s behalf for (i) ACT’s share of NOZETTE’s Social Security and Medicare

taxes, (ii) health insurance, disability insurance, life insurance and paid leave, and (iii) a retirement

plan.
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c. During the time period covered by the M.A./NRL IPA agreement, ACT did

not incur expenses related to M.A. for health insurance, disability insurance, life insurance or leave.

During that same time period, ACT incurred actual expenses related to M.A.’s salary of $89,513.72.

d. At NOZETTE’s direction, ACT knowingly made and presented to NRL

thirteen false claims totaling approximately $60,975.09 under the M.A./NRL IPA agreement

claiming reimbursement for certain fringe benefits expenses that ACT had not actually incurred on

on M.A.’s behalf for (i) salary and retirement of $24,598.79, and (ii) fringe benefits of $36,252.28.

e. On or about September 19, 2003, in the District of Columbia, NRL processed

the payment for Invoice Number 13 submitted by ACT to NRL for costs purportedly incurred by

ACT on M.A.’s behalf under the M.A./NRL IPA agreement, including certain costs that ACT had

not actually incurred on M.A.’s behalf for salary and fringe benefits.

f. At NOZETTE’s direction, ACT knowingly made and presented to DARPA

twenty-five false claims totaling approximately $87,650.58 under the NOZETTE/DARPA IPA

agreement claiming reimbursement for certain fringe benefits expenses that ACT had not actually

incurred on NOZETTE’s behalf related to health insurance, life insurance, social security, retirement

and paid leave. 

g. At NOZETTE’s direction, ACT knowingly made and presented to NASA

twenty-four false claims totaling approximately $84,300.46 under the NOZETTE/NASA IPA

agreement claiming reimbursement for certain fringe benefits expenses that ACT had not actually

incurred on NOZETTE’s behalf related to (i) employer contribution to FICA, (ii) employer

contribution to Medicare, (iii) employer contribution to to FUTA/MDTA, (iv) liability insurance,
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(v) disability insurance, (vi) life insurance, (vii) health insurance, (viii) employer contribution to

retirement, and (ix) annual leave/sick leave.

h. On or about January 1, 2006, at NOZETTE’s direction, ACT made and

presented invoice number 22 to NASA’s Goddard Spaceflight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland, for

payment totaling $18,055.24 for the period from December 1, 2005 through December 31, 2005

comprised of salary ($12,896.60) and fringe benefits of 40% of the salary ($5158.64) for costs

purportedly incurred by ACT under the NOZETTE/NASA IPA agreement.  NOZETTE knew that

ACT had not, in fact, incurred costs equaling 40% of NOZETTE’s salary on NOZETTE’s fringe

benefits.

i. On or about January 12, 2006, NASA’s Goddard Spaceflight Center

transmitted ACT’s invoice number 22 to NASA’s Headquarters in Washington, D.C. for approval

of payment in full.  On or about January 12, 2006, NASA’s Headquarters in Washington, D.C.

approved ACT’s invoice number 22 for payment in full.

j. From in or about February 2000 through in or about March 2006, ACT

knowingly made and presented false claims to NRL, DARPA and NASA under the IPA agreements

for M.A. and NOZETTE, paid out a certain amount in salary to M.A. and a certain amount in salary

and fringe benefits to NOZETTE, and diverted the overstated amount totaling approximately

$265,205.57 to pay personal expenses of NOZETTE and CC-1, including, but not limited to,

personal credit card expenses, personal household expenses, including maintenance of their

residence’s pool, and sedan service for CC-1 to and from her place of government employment.

Conspiracy to Defraud the United States, in Violation of Title 18, United States Code,

Section 371.
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Count Two
(TAX EVASION)

25. Paragraphs 1 through 19 of this Information are realleged and incorporated herein by

reference as if set out in full.

26. Beginning on or about October 12, 2001, through on or about September 10, 2005,

in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, STEWART D. NOZETTE, a resident of Chevy Chase,

Maryland, did willfully attempt to evade and defeat a large part of the income tax due and owing by

him to the United States of America for the calendar years 2000 through 2004 by filing and causing

to be filed with the Director, Internal Revenue Service Center, false and fraudulent U.S. Individual

Income Tax Returns, Forms 1040 for himself and his wife, including the Form 1040 for himself and

his wife for calendar year 2003, which he caused to be placed in the mail in the District of Columbia

on or about September 7, 2004, when he then and there knew and believed that his taxable income

for the said calendar years was substantially in excess of that stated in the Forms 1040 and that upon

said additional taxable income a substantial additional tax was due and owing to the United States

of America.

Tax Evasion, in violation of Title 26, United States Code, Section 7201.

JEFFREY A. TAYLOR
United States Attorney
In and For the District of Columbia

     By: _________/s/____________________
MICHAEL K. ATKINSON
Assistant United States Attorney
Fraud and Public Corruption Section
555 4th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.  20530
(202) 616.3702

DATED: December 12, 2008 Michael.Atkinson2@usdoj.gov
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